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Instant coffee is the soluble coffee or coffee powder prepared from roasted or grounded coffee beans. Although fresh coffee dominates the coffee industry, instant coffee is gaining prominence globally because it is easier and quicker to make. It has been around for many decades. Its popularity in recent years has created a deviation from the traditional coffee culture. Due to an increasing acceptance, instant coffee has also spread to the tea-drinking cultures.

There are several factors that are driving the growth of global instant coffee market. As instant coffee provides convenience over fresh coffee, it can be easily prepared by anyone. The consumer just needs a cup, boiled water and a stirrer to prepare it. Increasing urbanization and changing lifestyle are the other factors due to which the social trend of coffee consumption is being readily adopted by the youngsters. The new coffee drinkers in the emerging markets find instant coffee alluring as it comes with many benefits and is able to satisfy their evolving tastes. Innovation is another major factor that helps maintain a perennial demand for instant coffee globally. Manufacturers come up with new innovative ideas to develop and improve the quality, aroma and flavour of the instant coffee so that it tastes just like a freshly brewed coffee. Nowadays, single-serve systems have been developed which are more convenient to carry and consume and thus have witnessed a strong growth in both at-home and out-of-home segments. Such format innovations are driving value growth of instant coffee market in both developed and emerging regions. The instant coffee market reached a volume of 21.5 Million Bags in 2016, growing at a CAGR of 3.6% during 2009-2016. In terms of value, the market was worth US$ 9.9 Billion in 2016.

“Instant Coffee Market: Global Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2017-2022” provides a comprehensive analysis for setting up an instant coffee manufacturing plant. The analysis includes macro overview of the market as well as micro details of the industry performance, key success and risk factors, processing & manufacturing requirements, project cost, project funding, project economics, expected returns on investment, profit margins, etc.

The report has segmented the instant coffee market on the basis of key regions. Currently, Brazil represents the world's largest producer followed by Vietnam. On the basis of consumption, the US represented the world's largest coffee consumer followed by Germany and Brazil. As tea still accounts for a majority of the share of hot beverages in various parts of the world, coffee consumption in emerging markets like India and China is restricted only to the urban areas with negligible penetration in the rural and semi urban areas. However, the instant coffee industry in the emerging markets is expected to grow significantly faster in the next five years.

Key Questions Answered in This Report?

How has the instant coffee market performed so far and how will it perform in the coming years?
What are the key regional markets in the global instant coffee industry?
What are the price trends of instant coffee?
What are the various stages in the value chain of the instant coffee industry?
What are the key driving factors and challenges in the instant coffee industry?
What is the structure of the instant coffee industry and who are the key players?
What is the degree of competition in the instant coffee industry?
What are the profit margins in the instant coffee industry?
What are the key requirements for setting up an instant coffee manufacturing plant?
How is an instant coffee manufactured?
What are the various unit operations involved in an instant coffee plant?
What is the total size of land required for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the machinery requirements for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the raw material requirements for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the packaging requirements for instant coffee?
What are the transportation requirements for instant coffee?
What are the utility requirements for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the manpower requirements for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the infrastructure costs for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the capital costs for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What are the operating costs for setting up an instant coffee plant?
What will be the income and expenditures for an instant coffee plant?
What is the time required to break-even?
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